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This research presents a study and development of adaptive power system
relaying model using multi-agent technology. The JADE software provides data
transferring via computer network. It is used to determine a relay setting. There
consist of pick-up current and time dial setting. When the topology of power system
was changed, the protective relay was correctly operation to protected damage in
abnormal system. The case studies of this research compared the relay setting, normal
load, line outage and add distributed generator. Multi-agent system transfers data
from current flow and status of circuit breaker to judgment and evaluated, their are
using to adaptive relay setting. The relay setting process obtained from MATLAB
Toolbox. The system was tested on 5 bus, 6 bus, WSCC 9 bus, IEEE 14 bus and IEEE
30 bus. The multi-agent technology has ability to adopt the parameter setting when
topology of power system changed. The system will improve autonomous system for
planning and controlling with out human.
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